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    Wildwood Inn Tropical Dome & Theme Suites
  The Aladdin Suite
    By:  Angela Ash
  

  Located in the beautiful city of Florence, Kentucky... almost to Cincinnati,
is one of my absolute favorite hotels. This property did not make my top
faves because of its down comforters or designer toiletries. This is one of
the most UNIQUE hotels I have ever stumbled across, and I am in love!
  The Wildwood Inn is everything you would hope for, but would be almost
afraid to expect. If the idea of "theme suites" brings forth images of cheesy
decorations and tacky accessories, then you are thinking of the wrong
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place.  The Wildwood Inn brings to theme suites what Disney brings to the
amuseument park.  It is painstaking, attention to detail that transforms an
ordinary hotel room into a pirate ship, a Venetian canal, or Aladdin's
bedouin abode.
  The Aladdin suite is beyond amazing.  Silk cloths and tapestries covers
walls and ceilings until you can almost hear the pipe music, and you expect
one of the beautiful rugs on the ground to scoop you up for a midnight ride.

  But it's not all about the decor.  Creature comforts fill every corner,
including a mini fridge, a microwave, a walk-in cave shower, a GIANT jacuzzi
tub, and a large flat screen tv and dvd player.  Nope... Aladdin didn't have
HBO, either.
  And it doesn't stop there! With a treasure trunk packed full of different
themed suites to choose from, you can even choose to sleep in an authentic
African Village, where you wonder if you were suddenly transported to
another world.
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  This property also boasts a large indoor pool and gorgeous waterfall hot
tub, along with a game room, seating areas, pool and ping pong, and
children's climbing tunnels.  There is even a Tiki Bar, with great happy hour
specials!
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  Make sure to make your reservations today to experience this amazing
facility for yourself!
  
  Wildwood Inn Tropical Dome &amp; Theme Suites
  7809 US 42
  Florence, Kentucky, 41042
  1-800-758-2335
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